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Spring Vespers

The full FBTA junior and senior high choir performed “Worthy is the Lamb,”
a much-requested favorite song for faculty, parents, and students.

photo by Raquel C, alumni

Closing the year with praises to our Lord
by Annie C, sophomore

A

Going, going, gone!

Saturday evening was the loudest silent
auction anyone had ever attended
by Victoria R, sophomore

M

any students and volunteers found the
16/17 weekend to be quite hectic. The
gymnasium was closed on Friday as Mrs.
Mountjoy, Mrs. Darby, and a large crew set
up for the auction. Saturday was crammed
with preparations all the way until the last
minute. After winning second place in the
ODACS soccer tournament, most of the soccer team rushed to the showers to be ready to
help by 4:15.
Guests arrived by five o’clock with supportive spirits and plenty of extra dough.
While smiling student waitresses brought
drinks around, numbers were flung high in the
air to purchase desired items. The donations
ranged from bicycles to themed class bundles
to individual spa gift cards.
The evening went pleasantly with the main
dishes of salmon, roasted turkey, a quinoa
medley, and prime rib. Other professional
dishes prepared by chef Mr. Terrazass included Caesar salad, German potato salad, various
pasta salads, mashed potatoes, and bread rolls.

There were many items to browse on the colored
tables at the Silent Auction. Balloon towers
helped to mark the table locations.

To top off the evening, Mrs. Darby served tres
leches cake, carrot cake, and strawberry short
cake.
The silent auction provided the students
with an opportunity to serve and guests to
support our school.
“The best part of the silent auction was the
upbeat atmosphere and the fellowship,” said
Mrs. Rodriguez, 6th grade teacher.
“My favorite part was asking random people if they wanted refills. I felt like I was in an
actual restaurant!” said Veronica M, sophomore.
“Every time someone does a new event,
there are many things to be learned. We had
lessons from last year and lessons from this
year that we learned. The goal is to continue
to make it better every year, thus making the
process smoother for everyone. As in everything, our goal is to glorify God. This fundraiser was a great success and helped tremendously in meeting goals of improving FBTA
technology needs for our students,” said Mrs.
Darby, FBTA planner extraordinaire.

Hannah Z and Mackenzie B, seniors,
take a break from their serving duties for a photo op.
Apparently, the boys are taking a break as well.

Hot with thunderstorms
this afternoon!

88°

flurry of excitement was in the air as
the students of FBTA scurried to their
places for the spring vespers concert. The
musicians’ instruments were tuned and voices were warmed up. When Mr. Bradford, the
academy administrator stepped up to the microphone, the program rolled into action.
“I felt kind of nervous, and I was happy
when it was all done,” said Joshua B, 6th
grade.
Aside from the jitterbugs of nervousness,
the performances went as smoothly as hoped
for.
“It was a wonderful opportunity to play
music that mattered since it was all centered
on the Lord,” said Mrs. Castilla, director of
the orchestras for the concert.
Some of the highlight of the night were
the elementary choirs singing Joshua Fought
the Battle of Jericho, the senior high orchestra playing Camp Meeting, and the grand
finale, Worthy is the Lamb, sung by the junior
and senior high choirs.
“I was honored and pleased to be able to
play. I had a fun time with the piece we

Don’t forget!
by Mrs. Darby, program manager

O

played. All of the kids and directors worked
hard and did a great job. I’m sure it all honored and glorified God,” said Mr. Lyle, a
stand-in trumpet player for the senior high
orchestra.
At the end of the performances, awards
were given to several outstanding students
who exhibited leadership, exceptional musical
talent, and responsibility.
“It was fun recognizing all the hard work
from this past year,” recalls Mrs. Castilla.
“I think we did pretty well, but we need to
work on some of our techniques,” said
Estefania M, 7th grade.
“I feel like we could talk less and be more
enthusiastic, but the best part was when we all
sang Worthy is the Lamb together,” said Alexis A, 9th grade.
“I think probably our favorite parts were
Worthy is the Lamb and the fun we had afterward,” said Connor and Caleb D, 7th grade.
Great work for all of those who put their
effort into making the spring vespers an enjoyable time to praise the Lord!

Sports banquet
Thursday!

ur Sports Banquet and Alumni Soccer game is Thursday, May 29. The alumni game starts
at 5:30 p.m. and the dinner at 7:00 p.m. Tickets are only $3 or $15 per family.

Please purchase your tickets ahead of time!

At the very least, please let the academy office know you are coming so that we know how
many people will be attending and how much food to prepare. Thank you!

Student Council
and Class Reps
for 2014-2015
Dan A, President
Jason U, Vice President
Hope Z, Secretary
Jenneth D, Treasurer
Rebecca P, 12th grade rep
Annie C, 11th grade rep
Haven Z, 10th grade rep
Jessica K, 9th grade rep
Hart Z, 8th grade rep
J. T. R, 7th grade rep

Check our Facebook page at
FairfaxBaptistTempleAcademy
for more photos and information
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Writing the Bucket List

Students prepare for freedom
as they put together their Summer Bucket Lists
by Jenneth D, junior

S

ummer is quickly approaching with its
glorious smells, warm temperatures, exciting activities, and the ever-present consciousness of absolute liberty. As the final
days of school tick away, many FBTA students are already collaborating their “Summer
Bucket List” for the next three months.
“I’m going to my grandparents’ house to
learn how to cook and learn how to work with
cars, like to change the oil, change tires,
change brakes, and all this other cool stuff.
Hopefully, I’ll be able to get my permit when
I come back, and then I want to join an orchestra, and get a job, and have fun with my
friends,” said Victoria R, sophomore, all in
one breath.
“My Bucket List for the summer is that
I’m going to be working out, I’m going to
learn French, and I’m going to get a job,” said
Hope Z, sophomore.
“I’m going to be a soccer ref and a baseball umpire this summer, and I’ll try to get a
lot of money so I can go to camp, and then I’ll
probably mow lawns and stuff like that…and
then I’ll probably go skydiving,” added
Hunter H, junior, in a humorously dry tone.
“I’m going to be working this summer as
a lifeguard,” said Victoria C, sophomore.
“Drawing, I guess—What … are you recording me? Stop that! Delete it right now,”
said Arjuna C, sophomore.
“I’m swimming, [and] I’m working for
the Snyders,” said Nathan P, sophomore.
“I’m going to my sister’s wedding, and
I’m being a junior bride’s maid,” said Julia C,
5th grade.
“It’s too early to think about,” said Enoch
P, 8th grade, wearily.
“I am going to Maryland at a resort with
my dad’s two sisters and their family and my
grandma and grandpa, so it’s going to be a lot
of people, and [I’m going] to my grandpar-

ents’ lake in New York,” said Charity B, 4th
grade.
“I’m going to go to California to go to
Disneyland, LEGO Land, and visit my cousins, and we’re going to the mountains with
some friends,” said Heath H, 4th grade.
“I’m going on a big family vacation, and
I’m going to get ready for college, and pack,
and get stuff,” said Mackenzie B, senior,
smiling a little at the thought.
Whether drawing, car tinkering, ventures
to LEGO Land, or skydiving, this summer is
going to be jam-packed full of excitement.
Get your Bucket List in order, because summer is nearly upon us, comrades!

Speech and journalism
field trip to the Newseum
Juniors and seniors continue to learn the
importance of a good education
by Hunter H, junior

O

Jenneth’s Bucket List written with Expo marker on her
closet mirror. The list includes finishing book rewrites,
reading a total of 14 novels, learning guitar, and doing
a Biblically accurate remix of that terrible Noah movie.

n Wednesday, May 14, Mrs. Tripp and
Mrs. Dyck took the junior speech class
and the junior and senior journalism students
to the Newseum in Washington, D.C., for a
field trip. After seeing the large section of the
Berlin wall that was on the main level, they
started at the sixth floor and worked their way
down through the whole museum.
“I always liked seeing the crumbled remains of the Berlin wall,” said Mrs. Dyck,
journalism teacher. “I thought it was interesting that the ‘free’ side of the wall is covered
in graffiti and artwork about freedom, while
the communist side is completely bare. No
one ever made it close enough to the wall on
that side before being shot, let alone get a
chance to write about wanting their freedom.”
Many of the students liked the 4-D movie
on the fourth floor that was about all of the
famous and first investigative news reporters
in America and the amazing lengths they had
to go through to get the stories.

The Newseum also had a 9/11 gallery,
which has a large, twisted section of the
broadcast antenna that stood on top of the
World Trade Center’s north tower. It’s a
moving exhibit for anyone who lived through
that experience.
“I think the students are too young to remember much of what happened on 9/11,”
said Mrs. Tripp, speech teacher. “But I can
remember exactly where I was and how awful that day was.”
Another place that the students enjoyed
was upstairs on the balcony where there were
the day’s front pages from newspapers all
over the world.
Probably the most favorite place was the
social media news section and the newscast
practicing, where there was an opportunity to
practice giving the news with a microphone
and a projector. Everyone seemed to enjoy
watching himself on the television.
The class had fun being together outside
of school and learning a little more about the
world around them.

Interest in Pinterest!

The addicting social network is suddenly buzzing again

Spending time with God

by Hope Z, sophomore

T

his past school year, the interest in Pinterest has launched its way to the top of
some classes’ social media preferences.
We’ve heard about it everywhere—
Pinterest—but what is this social network
that everyone is buzzing about?
You’ve been there: you see something
online you don’t want to forget! What do
you do? Email it to yourself? Take a screenshot? Print it out? Well, now there’s a much
easier way to save and compile everything
you like online. From DIY everything, to
food, men’s and women’s fashion, travel,
health and fitness, home décor, humor, and
much more, Pinterest has something for
everyone.
“I just love how you can get so many
ideas about all this stuff, inspirational
quotes, and fashion tips,” said Estefania M,
7th grade.
Pinterest is a free app that allows you to
“pin” items to an online bulletin board just
as you would pin them on a real life bulletin
board. All of your pins are saved to your
Pinterest account so you can easily access
them. Additionally, Pinterest allows you to
follow any and all of your friends that also
have an account. You can “repin” anything
you like that is on someone else’s board to
one of your boards.
“I have learned that promising myself to
spend only a max of 10-15 minutes on Pinterest is completely useless! It is so easy to
spend hours on Pinterest without even
knowing it. It can be really relaxing and so
fun! The best part about it is how you can
send pins to your friends and comment back
and forth,” said Victoria C, sophomore.

How to manage your time with God during the summer
by David C, sophomore

W
Many think Pinterest is a social network
mainly used by girls, but Pinterest is intended
for everyone.
“It’s more for girls, but Pinterest does have
some interesting things for guys,” said Jason
U, sophomore.
So what are you waiting for? Get your own
Pinterest account and start pinning! Just be
careful, you may get addicted! Don’t say we
didn’t warn you . . . .

ith school coming to an end, that only
means summer is about to begin. People are getting jobs, going on vacations, and
hanging out with their friends. Those things
are usual.
But what is sometimes neglected is spending time with God. Just because you don’t
have a daily Bible reading sheet to check off
every day, it doesn’t mean you should stop
reading your Bible and having your personal
devotions. Summer should be a time when
you get to spend more time actually meditating on God’s Word.
And what may be stopping you from reading your Bible is yourself. Don’t throw excus-

es and say you’re too busy. It’s simple. All
you have to do is manage your schedule and
take 20 minutes out of your day. God wants
to meet with you daily. But if you don’t set
aside time, will you ever even think about
reading your Bible?
The Bible isn’t a book. The Bible is THE
book.
So what will you do? Will you purpose in
your heart like Daniel did? Or will you just
follow the crowd. Daniel knew what he had
to do. That was to stay true to his God. Dare
to be different like Daniel was.

A sweet summer snack!
Fresh fruit and yogurt ice pops!
by Hope Z, sophomore

What you will need:
2 cups fresh blueberries, raspberries,
strawberries and sliced bananas (and any
and all other fruit you may have), mixed
2 cups plain or vanilla yogurt
¼ cup white sugar
8 small paper cups
8 popsicle sticks

Directions:
Place the mixed blueberries, raspberries,
strawberries, sliced bananas, yogurt, and sugar into a blender. Cover and blend until fruit
is chunky or smooth, as desired.
Fill paper cups 3/4 full with fruit mixture.
Cover the top of each cup with a strip of aluminum foil. Poke a popsicle stick through the
center of the foil on each cup.

Place the cups into the freezer for at
least 5 hours. To serve, remove foil and
peel off the paper cup.
And there you have it! A fast, easy,
and delicious summer dessert in just three
easy steps! Enjoy!
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Recent senior trips and opportunities bring a
memorable 2013-2014 school year to a close
Seniors excitedly close out the last few weeks of school
by Hannah Z, senior

C

oming directly off of Missions Conference week, on April 28 at 6:00 a.m., the
senior class embarked on a “pre-senior trip”
senior trip to New York City. Chaperoned by
Mrs. Darby and Mr. Bradford, the class arrived in New York shortly before lunch. The
rest of the day was packed with activities
centered in Lower Manhattan, including the
World Trade Center, the Brooklyn Bridge,
and the Staten Island Ferry.
“Actually standing where the terrorist
attack happened and seeing the memorial
with all the pictures and videos was touching
and made it more realistic for me,” said Keila
L.
After walking all over Lower Manhattan,
the day ended with a visit to Times Square.
This was a completely new experience for
many of the seniors.

“I had never been to New York before!
It’s so bright and crowded,” commented
Christy H.
Upon arriving back to Memorial Baptist
Church in Brooklyn for the night, Mr. Bradford led the seniors in a short devotion. After
some went to bed, the rest continued to socialize till the early hours of the morning.
The next day brought on a slew of many
different adventures in Upper Manhattan. The
morning’s bike ride in Central Park gave the
seniors many opportunities to make memories.
“I will never forget seeing Katelyn drift
into the walking lane and from the back hit a
jogger listening to her music. It was a little
scary but funny at the same time,” chuckled
Reagan R.
After lunch, the following hours were
spent on Fifth Avenue visiting the Apple cu-

be, the famous toy store F.A.O. Schwartz,
Saks Fifth Avenue and many other high-end
stores.
Nearly everyone had an interesting moment while in New York. Mackenzie gained a
street dancer friend, and Reagan experienced
a ticket machine failure in which the machine
gave him 660 tickets for a few coins!
“Hannah ‘accidentally’ stole two maps
from a Delaware rest stop. Watching Kyle get
stuck between the subway doors was the best
part of the trip. I enjoyed the special closeness
of my class that week,” wrote Corynne D,
reminiscently.
After a packed twenty-six hours in New
York City, the seniors headed back to Virginia. Perhaps the hardest part was that they
promised to show up for school Wednesday
morning. After what seemed like an endless

three days, the weekend was finally reached,
and the seniors had to turn around and pack
for the WILDS Christian Camp in North
Carolina the following week.
After a nine-hour bus ride with Mr. Niggl
and Mrs. Pigott, the seniors arrived exhausted. Exciting games and fun activities filled
the time until the evening service. With many
preachers, including Matt Herbster, Willie
Partin, and Joe Fant, and special messages,
the spiritual emphasis had an effect on many.
“The messages were specially directed
towards seniors; God used that to speak to
many of us,” said Katelyn B.
Whitewater rafting on Wednesday and
hiking to a waterfall was a first experience
for some, and clearly, the seniors were not
ready for the infamous amount of stairs at the
WILDS.
“It was an interesting time that I got to
have with my classmates. The hike to fourth
falls with Roger, Hannah, and Reagan was
tiring, hot, and I will never do it again as long
as I live. The WILDS needs to get rid of all
the stairs they have,” remarked Kyle K, jokingly.
Mrs. Pigott was used in part of a video
clip that was shown on Skit Night. The different sponsors in the video were asked to
make various sound effects that were given
to them. After making sound effects for a
helicopter, light saber, fist fight, and more,
Mrs. Pigott told the girls that night “she had
never been more humiliated in her life.”
Both trips were filled with exciting memories, priceless moments, and class bonding
that would serve to further unify the senior
class.
Bringing the year to a close, the seniors
still received many interesting opportunities.
Recent fetal pig and cow eye dissections
have taken place in the last week. Also, the
seniors had an opportunity to observe an
Open-Heart Surgery at Inova Fairfax Hospital, had lunch with Pastor and Mrs. Calvert,
and significantly participated in the Spring
Vespers Concert and Awards.
With graduation in sight and each steadily
plowing ahead, the best way to thank the
teachers, commemorate the times together,
and ultimately glorify God is to make the
most of the preparation and instruction received at FBTA and move forward following
the Lord’s guidance as he continues to shape
each senior into who he wants them to be.

A final tribute to the seniors
June 1, 2014—the end and the beginning
by Rebecca P, junior

M

ost senior classes come out of their
senior trips feeling like they’ve grown
closer together as a class. But for the senior
class of 2014, unity wasn’t a problem.
“We were already close; we bonded earlier—before the trip,” said Katelyn B.

The seniors describe themselves as pretty
loud when they’re together. This year the seniors went on an additional trip in conjunction
with the WILDS—a trip to NYC! NYC consisted of riding bikes in Central Park, visiting
Sax Fifth Avenue, spending the night in
Brooklyn, and rescuing Kyle from the subway.

“We were leaving the subway when we
turned around and saw Mr. Bradford and Kyle
still in there with the doors about to close.
There was pure horror in Kyle’s face! But they
were able to get out in time,” said Christy H.
The seniors leave with parting advice to the
rest of the student body to study hard and to
enjoy senior year and the rest of high school.
“Do your best to enjoy every day. Make
high school special,” said Reagan R.

“Stay strong and have a lot of fun. Be a
hard worker,” said Kyle K.
Congrats, Class of 2014! We’ll miss you
guys.
Join the seniors on Sunday, June 1, for
their graduation.
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Yearbook
dedication
T

Good times, last times

photos by Mr. Lampert

The FBT teen group enjoyed a formal night out to Chez Billy, and then down to Washington, D.C.
for some photos by the monuments. Most of the girls went all out with formal dresses and heels
and took every effort to look their very best. Some of the guys opted for bowties to dress it up a notch.
The senior class (above, left) is enjoying every minute of their time left together.

Classy night for senior high to get dressed up and dine
at a distinguished restaurant in downtown DC
by Victoria C, sophomore

G

etting ready for a nice dinner can be a
hassle, and the senior banquet is no exception. The banquet took place on May 23.
The teens attending met at the FBTA facilities
and proceeded to drive over to Chez Billy to
eat a formal, yet delicious, dinner. The dinner
was not the only reason for getting dressed up
for the night because after dinner the seniors
had picked several memorials in the D.C. area
for the teens to walk around and take pictures
together to remember this occasion. The girls
and even the guys going definitely wanted to
look their best for this formal, relaxing night.
Between the two, girls seemed to look
forward to the excitement of these types of
events more than most guys, although that is
not the case in all instances, especially when it
comes to getting dressed up. Girls normally
go through a process starting with getting a
new dress, and then, if they are going with an
escort, they usually like to match with that
person. Once they find the perfect dress, they
must find accessories and shoes to go with the
dress, and maybe even a new hand purse. The
second stage of the process begins on the actual day and includes working with hair and
make-up.
“It should take me about an hour to get
totally ready for the night,” said Annie C,
sophomore. For some girls like Annie, it’s not
“that” big of a deal, but still special enough to
take a whole hour away from the day to get
ready for the event.
“It will probably take about three hours for
me to be ready because I am getting my hair
cut and styled, and I’m getting my make-up
professionally done,” said Mackenzie H,

sophomore. On the other hand, girls like Mackenzie take this banquet very seriously, making sure they do everything perfectly and reserving their whole afternoon to beautifying
themselves.
“It was definitely a big deal to me my first
year as a sophomore, but as the years went on,
the excitement was still there, but it wasn’t
that new, fresh excitement that you get the
first time doing something,” said Hannah Z,
senior. Hannah and probably the rest of the
senior girls are definitely excited for the banquet, but it not as big of a deal for them as it is
for this year’s sophomore girls.
“It’s really not that big of a deal when it
comes to getting ready for it because it’s just
the usual suit and tie,” said Nathan P, sophomore.
It must be just a girl thing to care so much
about getting dressed up for events. Because
most guys don’t make that much of an outward fuss about what they are going to wear
or how their hair is going to look that night,
that doesn’t mean they don’t care about those

Thanks to our staff

I

things. For some, an old suit and tie are their
best or all they feel like wearing, but some
enjoy going shopping for a brand new suit
and new tie. Some guys don’t even like wearing a suit; instead, they enjoy wearing a
dressy vest with a bowtie.
“For me it won’t take a while to get ready
because I know what I’m wearing, but to
other guys it might take some time to find the
right colors and patterns,” said Reagan R,
senior.
No matter how long or how short it takes
one to get ready for the evening, the teens
always end up having a wonderful time of
fellowship, laughter, sight-seeing, and eating.
It’s a wonderful night that the senior high gets
to honor the seniors by watching several interviews and presentations the seniors and
Bro. Boyd have put together. The night seems
rather happy, yet sad; it’s an exciting time for
the lower classmen to enjoy the experience,
but it’s the seniors’ very last banquet.

by Mrs. Dyck, advisor

wanted to say a public thank you to the journalism class for all of the hard work
they have done on the yearbook and newspaper this year. Even those of you who

didn’t think you enjoyed writing have improved so much, and the yearbook continues
to get better every year. I know the deadlines were tough, and the pressure during
ODACS was intense, but you all produced a great product. I appreciate the perseverance, and I know our readers do as well. Have a great summer!

Donate your used books to FBTA!

hursday, May 15, was a much anticipated day as the students awaited the final
hour of school — the time when yearbooks
would be handed out to eager hands.
In an unanticipated twist this year, the
journalism students figured out a way to
surprise their journalism teacher, Mrs. Dyck,
with the dedication. The staff had discussed
and designed their standard dedication page,
which Mrs. Dyck had approved and sent off
to Jostens for printing. Hannah Z, yearbook
editor, talked with Mr. Cornell and Mr.
Bradford about making a switch as a surprise
dedication. Collaborating with both of them
and the Jostens rep, she was able to pull off
the switch seamlessly.
When the yearbooks were delivered,
some of the office staff kept Mrs. Dyck in a
meeting while they stashed the books away
for safe-keeping.
When Mrs. Dyck began to get nervous
because the books had failed to show up on
time, she began emailing the Jostens rep for
delivery dates and asking for tracking information. That’s when the administration and
staff knew they had to present the book at a
smaller “unofficial” ceremony before she
decided to postpone or cancel the yearbook
dedication ceremony on May 15.
During one of the final yearbook classes,
Mr. Cornell came into the room to announce
that the yearbooks had arrived. He thanked
the staff for their hard work but mentioned
that something was wrong with the dedication page. When Mrs. Dyck looked through
the book to try to figure out the problem, she
saw her picture and realized what happened.
“I was completely surprised … I had no
idea that they could pull this off without
even a hint from anyone,” said Mrs. Dyck,
advisor. “Even my own daughter was able to
keep me out of the loop.”
“I couldn't think about it, I couldn't sleep
well, I went to bed sick to my stomach some
nights … I couldn't even pray about it because I was afraid the words would get stuck
in my subconscious, and I’d talk in my sleep
when Mom came in to wake me up every
morning! I had to pray ambiguously, like,
‘God, please, help with all . . . that. Yeah . . .
You know about it.’ Now I know what it
feels like when someone hides a dark secret
from their parents!” said Jenneth D, junior.
When the ceremony rolled around on
Thursday, the student body enjoyed the yearin-pictures slideshow and music put together
by Jenneth and got to hear the story of the
big deception this year.
The rest of the school year, students were
happily signing yearbooks to seal off the
academic year of 2013-2014.

FBTA is collecting book donations throughout the summer for our used book sale in August. If you have any books to donate, please bring them to the academy office throughout the
summer. Books that can be used will be processed into our library, and duplicates or other books that are not sold at the sale are able to be traded in at McKay Used Books and 2nd &
Charles bookstores for credit toward purchasing books that are needed.
Last year, over 700 books were donated or purchased and processed into our academy library, so your donations were much appreciated!
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Keller Williams Capital Project teams up with Roc Solid
to build a beautiful play structure for K5 student Victoria R

O

n Thursday, May 8, the kindergarten class took a secret field trip to the home of Victoria R to help in the surprise of
presenting her and her family with a beautiful play structure. Since Victoria’s diagnosis of leukemia several months
ago, she has missed much of the school year with her classmates. They were all happy to get the chance to see her and
reconnect, as well as helping to present the surprise play area and have a cookout together with food donated by Blue
Iguana. Congratulations, Victoria! We all love you and are praying for you!

The mission of Roc Solid Foundation is to build hope for children battling cancer and their families by offering them Roc Solid opportunities to engage in the simple joys of childhood despite their conditions.
In the spring of 2010, the Fairfax office of Keller Williams Capital Properties was looking to partner with a nonprofit organization that
focused on the needs of children. Each May, Keller Williams Realty offices across the United States and Canada participate in a national day
of service called “Red Day.” From their website: “RED Day isn’t about cleaning up a park. It is a one-day expression of what happens 24/7
in the Keller Williams culture. It is seeing a need, discovering who can meet that need and then getting it done.”
FBTA and Victoria’s family is so grateful to you all for the wonderful encouragement you have given to Victoria. Thank you!

Senior Writers’ Lab—Literary “Magazine”
Friendship
by Kyle K

Machine
by Reagan R

The Battle
by Roger C

Bow set, sitting straight,
Wrist taut, notes of eight,
First measure, counting eyes,
Second measure, music flies!
1 . ., 2 . ., counting beat,
3 . ., 4 . ., now repeat,
Upscale, arpeggios,
quiet now, piano.
Half note, quarter rest,
Cut time, fingers pressed,
Pounding drums, whistling winds,
Blaring brass, percussion spins.
Stark Conductor, wood winds,
percussion, brass, and violins,
Well-oiled machine, an orchestra,
Individual musicians playing as one.

The team walks on; the field is set.
The wind screams, the rain falls, the enemy is near.
Hatred and adrenaline spread like a plague—
They are ready for war!
Their armor shines like ice,
Their breath comes like smoke.
They become a wall, the wall of Troy.
Unbreakable, Unbending, Unmoving.
A warrior breaks from the wall.
Battered, Bruised, Bleeding.
His armor dented and muddy,
The valiant warrior charges his enemy.
The enemy is broken, trampled by the warrior.
The battle is won! The enemy scatters.
The countrymen cry out—
They have won! They have won!

The doctor that prescribes the cure to confinement,
A refreshing sensation;
The provision of rejuvenation
To one’s broken heart.
The deliverer from one’s emptiness,
It saves one from friendlessness.
This is very powerful.
One should not suffer from detachment.
This cure lasts a lifetime.
It is the provider of great memories,
And it keeps one’s mind off his enemies.
This cure is friendship.
A refreshing sensation,
The provision of rejuvenation.
Friendship lasts a lifetime.

Senior Writers’ Lab—Literary “Magazine”

Back to the Basics
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The Traitorous Ally

by Hannah Z

by Corynne D, senior

I

had never been skiing before. I mean,
what’s so hard about balancing on two
thin, smooth planks and using tall rods to help
myself steer? Nothing, right? Sure, it looked
easy. Boy, was I wrong. Nevertheless, with
vast experience under my belt, I was ready to
conquer the hills.
At the time, my dad was a regular dare
devil and suggested we spend the day at Liberty Mountain: just my dad and his professional skier of a daughter. The car ride up to
Liberty was filled with anticipation. Upon our
arrival, my dad and I stood in line to rent skis
and buy passes. “Hello, and welcome to Ski
Liberty, what can I do for you today?” said
the lovely cashier. “Hi, yes,” returned my
father, “we would like an eleven-hour ski
pass.” Eleven hours? I thought. No big deal.
After finding a locker, stowing away our gear,
and suiting up, we were ready to hit the snow.
I will take this moment in my story to mention that most people begin their skiing career
with the bunny slope. I, however, did not. On
our way to the ski lift of the level two slope,
my dad gave me a quick crash course. “Don’t
look down. Bend your knees. Use your
poles,” he warned, “and you will be just fine.”
The ride in the lift was enjoyable and even
fun. I remember clapping my skis together
and dropping snow on the heads of the innocent people below. The lift ride quickly ended, and my dad took off, leaving me to try to
execute the transition from the lift to the
ground alone. No, it was not like the graceful
ascent of a swan; rather like the fall of a
drunken clown wearing an obnoxious pair of
size sixteen shoes. The attendant stopped the
lift and ran over to help me up from under the
lift car where I had fallen. So far so good.
Near the point of tears, I decided just to plummet straight down the center of the hill and
get it all over with. “Don’t look down. Bend
your knees. Use your poles,” I thought over
and over to myself. With the end of the slope

Pro-Life or
Pro-Death?
by Christy H
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mma [anxious]:
What are the
results, Dr. Wilson?
Dr. Wilson [calm;
unimpressed]: It is not
good. In this situation
the chance of being
born with a birth defect or malformation
is very high.
Emma [eager]: So, what does that mean
exactly? Is my baby going to be deformed?
Mentally slow? What can I do?
Dr. Wilson: At this point there is not
much else that can be done. I have explained, as best I could, the risk that will be
taken if it even survives at birth. As a doctor,
I can only give you my professional advice.
Abortion is always an option.
Emma [taken aback]: Abortion . . .
Dr. Wilson: It’s a positive option, considering the hardships of life it would deal with,
if you choose not to.
Emma: . . . to kill my child?
Dr. Wilson: As a doctor, having seen this
situation before, I do highly recommend
abortion.
[Out to dine, a few hours later, Emma
discusses the events of the day with her
friend, Olivia.]
Emma: I – I just don’t know what to do,
Olivia. It’s bad. The doctor recommends I
abort it. I don’t want my child to go through
life being looked upon as an outsider, because he’s different. Though I know I couldn’t possibly live with the guilt and grief of
having killed my own child.
Olivia: Emma, have you prayed about it?
We know the Lord has this under control. He
has a reason, a purpose, and a plan for everything and everyone, including you. I know
you may not see it now, Hon, but He’s here.
Even now.

in sight, I realized that my dad had left out a
convenient detail—how to stop. I desperately
racked my brain to see if I remembered my
dad giving me any instructions on that trivial
subject. I vaguely remembered him telling me
to slow down and carefully cross the front
tips of my skis in an “x” formation. How on
earth was I to contort my ankles in such a
way while racing uncontrollably down the
slope? As I then approached the bottom of the
slope, the inevitable happened. An object
loomed before me not twenty feet away. It
was a human. A woman in her mid-forties to
be exact. Before I had time to make a
decision, I had plowed this unfortunate
bystander down to the ground and landed on top of her in a heap. Without going any further, one can imagine the
ensuing scene. This occurred within the
first thirty minutes. Ten hours and thirty
minutes left to go.
In retrospect, often times in our own
lives, we would rather plummet down
the slope and settle for a crash landing
than to take the time, move step by step,
and learn the proper way things are done.
Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “All great masters are chiefly distinguished by the power of
adding a second, a third, and perhaps a fourth
step in a continuous line. Many a man has
taken the first step. With every additional step
you enhance immensely the value of your
first.” I missed out on the first step of skiing
and thus nearly took my own life. Do not
forget the basics for they are the foundation
for the future.

Emma [exasperated]: I do – I want to
believe that, but it’s just so hard sometimes to
remember, especially in such a grave situation. Dr. Wilson told me of several hardships
it will encounter – things he has witnessed
first-hand – if I choose not to abort it. This is
if it even survives childbirth.
Olivia: Emma, it’s your baby, not an “it.”
Dr. Wilson may see your child as just a fetus,
but you and I both know the miraculous feeling of a growing, living baby being made
inside of you – even as we speak! In Luke we
have read of Elisabeth conceiving a son, and
she felt the baby leap in her womb! The Lord
has blessed you with this child, and you said
yourself that aborting your child would be
killing him. How could you possibly murder
this tiny human being that has been given to
you? It sounds to me like you know in your
heart what the right thing to do is, but you
only need assurance. Let Christ be your assurance. If He chooses to let your child survive – then he must have a plan for him! Rest
assured that God can lift your child through
every trial he will encounter in this life, just
as He will get you through this.

Ice Cream
by Katelyn B
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ou scream, I scream, “Don’t eat my ice
cream!” Everyone loves his ice cream,
and I am no exception to this rule. This cool,
delicious food has always been a part of my
life, especially on Sundays.
Every Sunday, my family eats lunch together. On one such Sunday, when I was
around seven, we had a delicious lunch, as
usual, which my mom made.
“Daddy, may I pray?” I asked. He consented, and after I finished, the family began
serving the food. I ate all my food quickly

In the jungle, lives a plant
Named the Dodder.
It needs but a tree to fodder
A life seemingly small and harmless as an ant.
It starts out small and grows up the tree;
Yet once established,
This vegetation squelches its benefactor,
While ignoring the plea
For retribution of the life offered.
Bitterness behaves the same;
For if one allows it to sprout and stay,
It will creep up without delay
Until all of a sudden it will take over and maim
The one that gave it fame.

Egocentrical Drive
by Keila L, senior

“
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hat do you think,
would not one
tiny crime be wiped out
by thousands of good
deeds?” Despite raging
spells of guilt, secrecy,
and constant questioning, Rodion Raskolinkiov portrays a man in
Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s novel, Crime and Punishment, who is reluctant to spoil his good
name. From the beginning of the novel the
reader is able to un-mistakenly apprehend
Rodion’s objective—the desire for justice in
society and alienation from society. That selfish, prideful drive that contains Rodion
through the story controls him into murdering
the pawnbroker.
First, the intentions of all of Rodion’s actions are for the “betterment” of justice in
society. Not in any way does Rodion display
morality in his perceived actions throughout
the story, but he is certainly a goodly person
by worldly standards. Though his actions do

Crime &
Punishment

not seem as such, Rodion follows through
actions for the betterment of those surrounded by him. His desire for justice and betterment of others, though not to be seen as an
excuse, is seen through his willingness to
help Marmeladov, and his monetary giving
to those less fortunate.
Second, the drive of his actions is the
alienation from society. Rodion displays a
nihilist view because he is always breaking
away from written law. This belief, which
may have resulted from his pride or because
of his lack of sanity, is displayed through the
murders he commits. In Rodion’s mind, by
killing he is testing his ability to counterbalance wrong with right. Murdering, in his
mind, has set him apart by displaying to the
world his Napoleon-like greatness.
At the end of the story, all of Rodion’s
rightful intentions are useless as Rodion is
defeated by the internal struggle to surrender
to the crime and resolve his nihilistic thinking.

My Little Pink Purse
by Mackenzie B

I have a little pink purse that sits on my lap,
A purse with a teensy pink flap.
And inside that teensy pink flap there is a gap;
A gap that is a booby trap.
For when you open this teensy pink flap of this purse on my lap out pops a map.
The map opens and flutters around my head, until I give it a snap.
Then with a zap it zooms down to my head, and plumps into a pillow for my nap.
Following shortly behind the map from the gap in my purse on my lap, is a bathing cap.
My bathing cap also doubles as a baseball cap and thinking cap.
I bathe while I think while I hit a home-run,
and then I run a lap with my cap while the audience gives me a clap.
This little pink purse on my lap, with the teensy pink flap, can also gift wrap in a snap.
My gap in my little pink purse can spit out plastic or bubble wrap.
When I am done with all my adventures I’ve had with my purse on my lap,
I take off my wishing cap
And pick up the shoulder strap of my little pink purse that sits on my lap.

because I really wanted the new desert my
mom had bought: ice cream! Finally, all of
my family were finished eating, the plates
were in the sink, and the big ice cream tub
was placed on the counter. I ran to the cupboard and retrieved the biggest bowl that I
could find and proceeded to fill it all the way
to the brim.
“Will you be able to eat all of that?” my
brother asked. I did not answer. I just looked
at my big bowl of heaven.
Then, my world was shattered. “Katelyn,
bring your ice cream here and let me have the
first ten-percent,” said my dad. I clutched my
bowl and stammered, “You want my ice
cream?” Dad replied, “Either you give me the
first ten-percent, and you eat the other ninety,
or you will not eat any at all.” Reluctantly, I
handed my beautiful bowl of ice cream to my
dad. I looked down at my poor bowl of ice

cream with sad eyes. How could my dad eat
my ice cream?
When I had finally returned to my seat to
eat the leftover ninety-percent of my ice
cream, my dad began to explain why he had
taken the ice cream. He started, “Katelyn, I
bought the ice cream for you to enjoy. All I
want in return is the first bite, and you can
enjoy the rest.” He paused for a moment before continuing. “God is the same way. He
blesses you with money, and all He wants in
return is the first ten-percent of that money.”
It all made sense now. My dad wanted the
first untouched ice cream and God is the
same way with my money. Because of this
lesson that my dad taught me with my ice
cream more than ten years ago, I always remember to give God my first ten-percent.
Now, you scream, I scream, “Lord, here’s my
ice cream!”

